
1. I love Mimi because she always has something nice to say about everyone.  She goes out of her 
way to say nice things about people.  But don’t tell her she’s sweet if she compliments you.  She 
will quickly answer “I’m not sweet!  It’s just true”. She’s a warm and caring person. (Jeanine 
Nadler)

2. She’s interesting AND she’s interested. (Jeanine Nadler)
3. She is, as our people say, a beautiful neshama (soul). (Jeanine Nadler) 
4. I love that we share a birthday.  I don’t love her because we share a birthday.  I just love that we 

do. (Jeanine Nadler) 
5. At 93 she is sharper and more spirited than most who are only 39! (Emily Gertz)
6. She is a true role model - she was a woman way ahead of her time who has used her knowledge 

and unique perspective to advance equity for all. (Emily Gertz)
7. Thank you Mimi for your vision that has impacted so many lives. (Araceli Farciert)
8. Thank you for giving children the opportunity to reach for the stars. (Eliana Godoy) 
9. I grew up in Bolivia, surrounded by poetry thanks to a community organizer, who brought books 

to my neighborhood. Without her, without poetry, I would not have been able to survive the 
political turmoil facing  my country nor the injustices I witnessed as a child.  Poetry provided 
comfort and allowed me to create my own story. This is why I work at LINC. I want to make sure 
every child can write their own story.(Eliana Godoy) 

10. LINC provides a safe and welcoming space for children.  Thank you Mimi for creating this loving 
space for all of us to enjoy. (Eliana Godoy) 

11. I love Mimi's gentle spirit, progressive thinking and depth of understanding.(Virginia Taddoni)
12. Seeing Mimi makes me smile and I want to hug her. (Virginia Taddoni)
13. We love your soul and vision! (Majida Gouriech) 
14. We love all you stand for and the person you are and for fighting for social justice and equity! 

(Majida Gouriech)
15. We love you for inspiring us to own your vision and strive to continue to serve families in our 

community with love and integrity. (Majida Gouriech)

16. This quote reminds me of Mimi's impact: “When you do some good work and if it 
inspires others, then you have just created the ripple effect.”―  Agadi (Silvia 
Alemany)

17. Mimi's Vision, an inspirational book about a woman who encouraged families to 
read and communities to succeed. I would read it over and over again. (Silvia 
Alemany)

18. I love how you deeply value the superpowers and ingenuity inherent in each 
community LINC works with  (Calin Mason)

19. You are amazing because you knew early on that reading is a social justice issue! 
(Calin Mason)

20. Mimi has an amazing sense of style. (Chabely Ramos)
21. Mimi is so incredibly funny and quick-witted. (Chabely Ramos)
22. Mimi truly loves LINC. Since I have known her, she has always wanted to be a part 

of staff meetings and everything the staff was a part of. She sincerely cares about 
the work that the community teams are leading on the ground. (Chabely Ramos) 



23. I love her commitment to equity and justice. (Matt Zebrowski)
24.  I love that she recognized the power of communities and neighborhoods and made that so central 

to LINC. (Matt Zebrowski)
25. I'm super grateful for the strength and courage you have to bless and touch thousands of families in 

all walks of life. (Beverly Phillips)
26. Your vision and mission opens doors and opportunities for generations to come. (Beverly Phillips) 
27. Children are great Readers because you are a Dreamer. (Beverly Phillips)
28. Your vision for LINC inspires changes on the most fundamental level for countless families across the 

city! (Dani Stompor)
29. You’ve brought so much joy to the LINC community that you built. (Dani Stompor)
30. Happy Birthday Mimi! Although I have not had the honor to meet you yet, your vision is an inspiration 

to me.I am so proud to be a part of your mission here at LINC. (Maya Cortes)
31. She inspired me to currently write a children's book to continue her vision. (Rosalind Diaz)
32. She's like an angel, invisible to our parents but everywhere spreading her dream and vision. 

(Rosalind Diaz) 
33. She’s the definition of altruistic. (Rosalind Diaz)
34. I met Mimi at the last party we had before COVID, and I just want to say that her character radiates 

so many good vibes that you just feel so light and in peace that it makes you realize why LINC works 
for the community the way it does. (Wilkarlys Zaman) 

35. Mimi’s vision has allowed me to look at my South Jamaica roots through a different lens. Prior to 
joining LINC in 2014, I only saw the negative things in my community (dirty streets, abandoned 
buildings, high poverty). After working at LINC for almost seven years, I see South Jamaica as a 
thriving community with many assets including its local businesses, libraries and the people who live 
there. (Al Reynolds)

36. Mimi is 20 years ahead of me in chronology and light years ahead of me in spirit. (Sarah Morgridge)
37. She lives up to her name (Lieber is German for “lover”) (Sarah Morgridge)
38. My first bonding with Mimi was over the fact that we both had rather authoritarian mothers. The 

cuddle time that came with reading together was a safe haven and the start of a lifelong love of 
reading. I have lost track of the countless ways our friendship has grown from that starting point. 
(Sarah Morgridge)

39. We love her joie de vivre! (Jackie Kaiko)
40. We love her passion for instilling passion for reading in kids and parents. (Jackie Kaiko)
41. We love her tenaciousness in promoting the cause of kids’ literacy. (Jackie Kaiko)
42. We love her personal and professional  style! (Jackie Kaiko)
43. We love her strategic leadership. (Jackie Kaiko)
44. We love her for never recognizing the meaning of the word “NO” when it comes to something she’s 

promoting for family literacy. (Jackie Kaiko)
45. We love her talent for motivating everyone at LINC to reach beyond the stars for getting kids to love 

reading. (Jackie Kaiko)
46. We love how she is a tireless promoter of LINC’s mission. (Jackie Kaiko)
47. We love the vision she had so many years ago and how she’s helped make it more vibrant and 

relevant each and every year since. (Jackie Kaiko)
48. We love how she is a hugely inspirational speaker for any audience. (Jackie Kaiko)
49. I love it that, Mimi, who knows so many interesting and influential people, is always interested in 

meeting someone new and finding out what she might learn from them. (Stephanie Young)
50. I appreciate Mimi’s optimism in this long and difficult year of being shut in, and her determination to 

stay connected even with all the obstacles — technological and otherwise. (Stephanie Young)
51. Combining vision, energy, drive and results is hard at any age. Maintaining it for 90+ years is truly 

unbelievable. (Sylvain Grande)
52. Mimi is a visionary. (Sue Orchant)
53. Mimi is ageless. (Sue Orchant)
54. Mimi is a ton of fun. (Sue Orchant)



55. When Mimi speaks she is always on point and gets to the heart of the matter. (Sue Orchant)
56. Mimi is a role model for all women. (Sue Orchant)
57. Mimi is a ground breaker for women of her generation. (Sue Orchant)
58. Mimi can drink with the best of them. (Sue Orchant)
59. We all need women that we admire and look up to, Mimi is one of them. The fact that Mimi made her 

own path, followed it, and continues to blaze a path for all of us is a big one. (Tracy Dockray)
60. I also appreciate being able to sit with Mimi in-person to talk with her this year about LINC. When we 

were all quarantining and zooming having a face-to-face chat was priceless. (Tracy Dockray)
61. The love you have for people and children is contagious! It has rippled out to every staff member 

who carries on your vision. (Calin Mason)
62. Mimi’s Leadership.  Mimi is a educational trailblazer and a social action bulldozer for good.  She has 

overcome every challenge and changed the lives of countless children and families. (Carl Folta)
63. Mimi’s Inspiration.  Mimi lifts up everyone around her.  She radiates optimism and energy and 

challenges all of us to be better and do better. (Carl Folta)
64. Mimi’s Noggin.  Mimi is intelligent, intuitive and engaging with everyone she meets.  She lights up the 

room with ideas and enthusiasm. (Carl Folta)
65. Mimi’s Compassion.  Mimi cares about the welfare of others, particularly young people who are 

disadvantaged by society. (Carl Folta) 
66. Not to mention... pluck, style, grace, brass, wit and charm. (Carl Folta)
67. Her intellect, her passion, her humbleness, her wit, her style, her love of a good stiff drink, and the 

twinkle in her eye that tells us all that she's lived a very full life. (Ron Rentel)
68. Mimi inspires me to be a better version of myself when I see that even at 93 years of age, she looks 

people in the eye, makes them feel welcome and gets to KNOW you. (Kosha Udani)
69. I've truly not met anyone else in my life who has the same passion for the cause they believe in and 

the basic principle that reading is a fundamental right; I didn't know Mimi before I joined the LINC 
Board but what a treat it has been!! (Kosha Udani)

70. I love you Mimi, may your continuous blessings overflow in abundance. (Beverly Phillips)
71. Her warm and genuinely engaging smile and greeting. (Rob Speirer)
72. Her drive and focus to make our organization successful in helping so many families in our NYC 

community over so many years and creating a brighter future for us to serve them. (Rob Speirer)
73. “Every child should have a Bar Mitzvah.”  A Mimi original.  As my gentile children get older, I think 

about that every day. We love you Mimi! (John Halley)
74. Mimi is a visionary in the field of education and literacy.  She has tremendous insight as to how to 

make lasting and sustainable change.  (Mary Fratto Rowe)
75. She is an inspiration to us all. (Mary Fratto Rowe)
76. She was ahead of the times in her thoughts about how to solve the literacy issues facing our 

communities. (Andrew Spring)
77. Her passion for helping others shines through. (Andrew Spring)
78. Mimi exemplifies a true leader by doing first and then expecting the same from others.  (Nahid 

Lakhani)
79. I love her intellectual stamina and overall resilience. (Steve Crabbe)
80. She is extremely purposeful and very empathetic! (Steve Crabbe)
81. THANK YOU SO MUCH for making me realize that I'm my children's first and most important 

teacher! (Evelyn Cabreja)
82. Thank you for helping my children, by giving me the tools to support their education. (Evelyn Cabreja)
83. For being a role model for many of us who want to send a message to the world about the 

importance of literacy. (Inez Martinez)
84. For giving us the opportunity to give 

access to many families who don't have
these resources that can help them 
in the future. (Inez Martinez)

85. Thank you for caring and sharing love 
for reading. (Araceli Farciert)



86. When she hears about something great that you did, she will ask you about it and tell you how fabulous 
and wonderful you are the next time she sees you. (Chabely Ramos)

87. I am very grateful to have met her and to be part of the LINC family. (Wilkarlys Zaman)
88. She touches and supports countless families without ever having met them. (Rosalind Diaz)
89. She has dedicated her life to bringing the power of literacy to everyone regardless of circumstance.  And 

in doing so she has opened up a world of ideas and opportunity for countless children. (Carl Folta)
90. Bless your heart for thinking of those who are less fortunate and trying to give them a fair start in life. 

(Majida Gouriech)
91. You built a strong foundation for LINC that continues to grow and become stronger. (Beverly Phillips)
92. She's a visionary. (Deb Mulrain)
93. She walks the walk, she doesn't just talk it. (Deb Mulrain)

And some more to grow on…..
94. For being a role model for many of us who want to send a message to the world about the importance of 

literacy.  (Inez Martinez)   
95. For giving us the opportunity to give access to many families who don't have these resources that can 

help them in the future  (Inez Martinez)
96. As a new member of the LINC staff, I am so struck by the authenticity of the community, even having only 

met folks in a virtual space. The genuine passion the board and staff share for the mission is palpable, 
and the appreciation they openly express for one another creates a remarkably welcoming, inclusive, and 
joyful environment. I've honestly never experienced a work place quite like this one before, and it all stems 
from Mimi's vision, which anchors the whole organization. So thank you, Mimi, for cultivating and 
nourishing this strong team of wonderful humans! (Kate Dorman)

97. I see Mimi as a great example of an empowering woman who empowers other women. Teaching mom's 
in the community to acknowledge their power to continue teaching their kids, to teach all LINC workers to 
continue empowering others. (Karen Rogel)

98. She's the gift that keeps on giving. (Karen Rogel)
99. I've always said she's ahead of her time and so is LINC. (Karen Rogel)

100. Mimi is a trailblazer and a visionary. (Sonia Gulardo)
101. She is compassionate and determined (Sonia Gulardo)
102. I had just started working at LINC and we started to have staff meetings at that other building.  I got there 

early and so did Mimi. So I sat with her so she wouldn't have to sit alone. Well we started chatting and 
she had to go to the restroom. She was so trusting of me she left me with everything including the 
pocketbook Now as a Black woman you know that meant a lot to me. We usually get the clutching of the 
pocketbook. That shows you the trusting character of Mimi and why LINC is a family. (Elizabeth 
McGowan).

103. Mimi is a visionary educator, a champion for social justice and continues to inspire. (Nasreen Davidson)
104. Mimi envisioned a uniquely powerful model that will provide a better future for children and communities. 

(Shari Levine).
105. We are blessed to carry out her vision every day. (Shari Levine)
106. Your vision has inspired thousands and it remained in their hearts. You Rock, and I greatly appreciate you 

and your kind heart. Everyday  I’m proud to fulfill LINC’s mission. I love you Mimi, remain sweet. (Beverly 
Phillips)

107. I love Mimi for founding a wonderful organization that allows so many people to do what they love while 
helping others. I can also say that I love the way she saw the simple beauty and power of a good book. 
(Corey Saxton)

108. I am grateful for Mimi because of her amazing vision and for allowing me to share in forwarding it. (Jessica 
Tenenbaum)


